
Will the characters discover Squilvic’s true identity?

Hook
The town’s lantern and candle shop has been closed for 

some time, and rumors claim the shopkeeper went crazy, 

killed his wife, and ran off into Kettletine Forest with his son.

Backstory
Squilvic, the lantern and candle salesman, led an unre-

markable life, and those who passed him on the street 

never found themselves proclaiming, “Now there goes an 

interesting man.” Yet, even the most unremarkable of lives 

can become caught up in events far more remarkable than 

anyone could imagine.

So it was with Squilvic who, to no one’s surprise, met, fell 

in love with, and married the equally unremarkable Miltvenk. 

Dutiful Miltvenk, who nine months to the day after their 

wedding bore them an utterly unremarkable son. Sneaky 

Miltvenk, who was in secret a wererat. Querulous Miltvenk, 

who in a fit of anger bit her husband and passed her curse 

on to him. Fraudulent Miltvenk, who in her youth had made 

numerous, powerful enemies. Enemies who tracked her to 

Squilvic’s home, broke in, and beheaded her in front of her 

family. Enemies who would have killed her family as well had 

poor Squivlic not grabbed his son and escaped into Kettle-

tine Forest with a speed witnesses later described as “truly 

quite remarkable.”

In the short months since fleeing his wife’s killers, Squilvic 

has lost his mind. He has embraced his lycanthropic curse 

and committed his life to killing adventurers who he blames 

for his sweet Miltvenk’s death.

Encounter
The encounter begins when the characters are approached 

by Squilvic after entering Kettletine Forest:

A man approaches you on the narrow footpath, his fast 

pace erratic and meandering. He wrings his hands and 

pulls at his tear-stained face, muttering under his breath 

and exhaling sharply as he fights to control himself.

Squilvic. Squilvic (CE wererat) will beg the characters to 

help rescue his son, Torquil, from a monster that knocked 

him to the ground and ran off into the forest with the boy. 

He will describe a creature that sounds like it could be a bug-

bear though he couldn’t tell for sure. He was, however, able 

to follow the beast’s tracks to its lair. He will tell the party 

he heard his son crying from inside the cave and will then 

break down in a fit of painful tears. Squilvic has practiced 

this speech many times, so a successful DC 15 Wisdom (In-

sight) check is required to pick up any sense that his story 

may not be true.

If the party agrees to help find his son, Squilvic will lead 

them down a series of overlapping paths until they have 

a strong chance of becoming lost. When Squilvic believes 

the party will be unable to find their way back out, he leads 

them to the mouth of a narrow cave. When they arrive, read:

The path twists and turns through thick underbrush 

before disappearing into a narrow defile cutting through 

a rocky hillside. After about twenty feet, the way ends at 

a dark cave all but lost in thick underbrush. The cries of a 

young boy can be heard from somewhere inside.

Ambush. Squilvic will plead with the party to go in and save 

his boy. Once inside, Squilvic’s 6 giant rats will dash out 

from burrows in the walls and attack. Squilvic will feign sur-

prise and slip back out of danger where he will wait until the 

party has dealt with the rats before attacking. If the fight 

goes against Squilvic, he’ll flee into the cave where he’ll try 

to hide and surprise the party. If the fight continues to go 

against him, he’ll throw himself at the mercy of the charac-

ters crying, “You killed my wife! Please, don’t kill me! Don’t 

kill our son!” If the party lowers their guard, he’ll attack 

again screaming, “This is for my sweet Miltvenk!”

Torquil. Squilvic’s son, Torquil (NG commoner), is locked 

in a cage deep inside the cave, the key to which is on 

Squilvic’s body. The boy will be in shock and confused about 

what his father has been doing since fleeing town but grate-

ful for being rescued.

Treasure
In a sack buried in a shallow depression inside the cave are 

325 gp and a stack of five blue candles that burn twice as 

long and twice as bright as normal candles.

Scaling Guide
For a more challenging encounter, increase the number of 

giant rats by 2. For a truly deadly encounter, give Squilvic a 

poisoned dagger.

What’s Next?
• Torquil’s only living relative is his grandmother-in-law, but 

she is the leader of a wererat gang back in town?

• The adventurers who killed Miltvenk have returned, intent 

upon killing Torquil and Squilvic to tie up loose ends?

• Shortly after being rescued, Torquil begins to show signs 

that he may be more than just an unremarkable little boy?

I Smell a Rat, or Rats,
or Maybe Both?
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Quest Master Tips
Combat Tip. Remember that a giant rat’s Pack Tactics 

feature means that they will typically try to focus on one 

creature at a time, relying on numbers rather than strength 

to win the fight. Consider having the giant rats break up into 

pairings of 2 or 3 and go after the weakest characters first 

before gaining up on the stronger opponents.

Exploration Tip. Not every cave needs to be a sprawling 

maze with multiple paths and chambers to be exciting. A 

simple tunnel that leads straight back to Squilvic’s camp 

and Torquil’s cage can still provide plenty of interesting 

opportunities for the characters to investigate and try to 

uncover what Squilvic was up to.

Roleplaying Tip. Remember that Squilvic has gone insane. 

This means that there is little to no chance of reasoning with 

him in any way that can be trusted. This also means that he 

doesn’t fully process the consequences or morality of his ac-

tions such as locking up his own son or murdering random 

adventurers who neither he nor his wife have ever met. 

NPC Profiles
Squilvic                                                                   

Personality Traits: I constantly scratch my head while 

talking. I also breath heavily through my nose.

Ideal: Revenge. The people who murdered Miltvenk deserve 

to be punished. (Evil)

Bond: I must protect my son from the people who murdered 

his mother. 

Flaw: My madness causes me to associate all adventurers 

with the ones who killed my wife.

Torquil                                                                     

Personality Traits: I have a hard time making eye contact 

with people. I also have a terrible stutter when I speak. 

Ideal: Redemption. I believe my father can be helped and 

cured. (Good)

Bond: I keep a letter my mom wrote for me when I was a 

little boy tucked in my pants pocket wherever I go. 

Flaw: I am struggling to accept what my father has done.
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